A digital-to-analog conversion device is disclosed. The digital-to-analog conversion device comprises a variable delay buffer circuit and a plurality of synchronization circuits. The buffer circuit receives a digital signal with a plurality of bits and sequentially outputs a plurality of first complementary digital signal sets delayed according to the order of from MSB to LSB. Each synchronization circuit receives the first complementary digital signal set and a clock signal, uses the clock signal as the timing reference of the first complementary digital signal set, and outputs a second complementary digital signal set corresponding to the first complementary digital signal set to a digital-to-analog conversion unit, so as to convert the second complementary digital signal sets into an analog signal. The present invention uses the delays respectively corresponding to different input bits to control the timing of current switches, whereby the transient glitches are reduced.
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DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERSION DEVICE

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
   The present invention relates to a conversion device, particularly to a digital-to-analog conversion device.

2. Description of the Related Art
   With great advance of digital technology and extensive application of integrated circuit, digitalization has been a normal measure to process signals, wherein analog signals—the dominant signals in the nature—are sampled to form digital signals. The digital signals are analyzed, compressed and transmitted, whereby the advantages thereof can be fully utilized. Then, the digital signals are decompressed and reduced into the original analog signals in the receiving end. The digital signals will have slight distortion in the transmission process. However, the distortion is within a tolerable range. The advantage of digitalization is much greater than the trivial disadvantage thereof. Therefore, signal digitalization has been widely applied to various fields, such mobile phones, digital cameras, web phones, voice recognition systems, fingerprint recognition systems, sport apparatus controllers, etc. Undoubtedly, a digital world has descended on us. Hence, DAC (digital-to-analog converter) has become a frequently-used component in various digital products.

   Among high-speed and high-resolution DAC design, the current-steering DAC has the optimized architecture because it can directly drive a resistor of tens of ohms without using any extra amplifier. Among the current-steering DAC’s, the binary-weighted type has the most direct and simplest implementation. However, the binary-weighted DAC has a very big problem: when digital input varies, the output end would have a transient glitch. Especially in a major code transition from 0111 . . . 11 to 1000 . . . 00, the analog output would have a very big surge, which will damage the monotonicity of DAC, as shown in FIG. 1. The glitch results from the mismatched bits in the path from input to output. A thermometer-code DAC can effectively reduce transient glitch. However, the thermometer-code DAC further needs a binary-to-unary decoder. When applied to the case having a great member of bits, the binary-to-unary decoder has disadvantages of large area, low speed, and high average power consumption. Therefore, the binary-to-unary decoder is unsuitable for high-speed and high-resolution DAC’s. Thus, many DAC designs adopt a segmented architecture to integrate the advantages of the binary-weighted DAC and the thermometer-code DAC, wherein the case of MSB (Most Significant Bit) adopts the thermometer-code architecture and the case of LSB (Least Significant Bit) adopts the binary-weighted architecture. However, the segmented architecture still has non-monotonicity in the LSB part. Further, the segmented architecture needs additional delay circuits to synchronize MSB signals and LSB signals.

   Accordingly, the present invention proposes a digital-to-analog conversion device to overcome the abovementioned problems.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The primary objective of the present invention is to provide a digital-to-analog conversion device, which adopts a small-area, low-power consumption variable delay buffer circuit to regulate delays of different input bits, control the timings of electronic switches and vary the time of rising or descending of signals of electronic switches, whereby it is effectively reduce transient glitch and promoted SFDR (Spurious-Free Dynamic Range).

To achieve the abovementioned objective, the present invention proposes a digital-to-analog conversion device, which comprises a variable delay buffer circuit, a plurality of synchronization circuits, and a digital-to-analog conversion unit. The variable delay buffer circuit receives a digital signal containing a plurality of bits and sequentially outputs first complementary digital signal sets delayed according to the order from MSB to LSB. Each synchronization circuit receives the first complementary digital signal set, and a clock signal, uses the clock signal as the timing reference of the first complementary digital signal set, and outputs a second complementary digital signal set corresponding to the first complementary digital signal set. The digital-to-analog conversion unit further comprises a plurality of current sources respectively outputting currents sequentially increased in a binary-weighted way according to the order from LSB to MSB, a plurality of electronic switches respectively connected with the synchronization circuits and the current sources and respectively receiving the second complementary digital signal sets to switch conduction states of the electronic switches; at least one resistor connected with the electronic switches, wherein the conduction states of the electronic switches respectively determine values of currents flowing from the current sources to the resistor so as to generate an analog signal.

Below, the embodiments are described in detail in cooperation with the drawings to make clearly understand the characteristics, technical contents and accomplishments of the present invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 shows a voltage waveform of an analog output during a major code transition in the conventional technology;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram schematically showing the architecture of a digital-to-analog conversion device according to one embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a diagram schematically showing a variable delay buffer circuit according to one embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a diagram schematically showing a synchronization circuit and a low-amplitude switch driver set according to one embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a diagram schematically showing a current-steering digital-to-analog conversion unit according to one embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 6 shows a voltage waveform of an analog output during a major code transition according to one embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Refer to FIG. 2. The digital-to-analog conversion device of the present invention comprises a variable delay buffer circuit 10, a plurality of synchronization circuits 12 connecting with the variable delay buffer circuit 10, and a digital-to-analog conversion unit 16. The variable delay buffer circuit 10 receives a digital signal containing a plurality of bits and outputs a plurality of first complementary digital signal sets respectively delayed according to the order from MSB to LSB. Bi denotes a bit, and Ci and Ci denote a first complementary digital signal set, wherein i denotes a natural number.
The synchronization circuits 12 are connected with a high voltage VDD, receive the first complementary digital signal sets and a clock signal, use the clock signal as the timing reference of the first complementary digital signal sets, and output second complementary digital signal sets corresponding to the first complementary digital signal sets. Di and Di denote a second complementary digital signal set, and i denotes a natural number. Each synchronization circuit 12 is connected with a low-amplitude switch driver set 14, and the low-amplitude switch driver set 14 is connected with a high voltage VDD. The low-amplitude switch driver set 14 receives one second complementary digital signal to regulate the amplitude of the second complementary digital set to be smaller than the amplitude of the full swing. The low-amplitude switch driver set 14 outputs the regulated second complementary digital signal to the digital-to-analog conversion unit 16. The digital-to-analog conversion unit 16 converts the regulated second complementary digital signal sets into an analog signal. Si and Si denote the regulated second complementary digital signal set, and i denotes a natural number.

Refer to FIG. 3. The variable delay buffer circuit 10 further comprises variable resistors 18. The resistances of the variable resistors 18 are sequentially decreased in a binary-weighted way according to the order from LSB to MSB, wherein R1>R2, R1 is the resistance of the variable resistor 18, and i is a natural number. Each variable resistor 18 is connected with a buffer 20 and an inverter 22. Each buffer 20 receives bits via the corresponding variable resistor 18 and sequentially outputs digital buffer signals delayed according to the order from MSB to LSB. Each inverter 22 receives bits via the corresponding variable resistor 18 and sequentially outputs digital invert signals delayed according to the order from MSB to LSB. Therefore, a digital buffer signal and a digital invert signal, corresponding to an identical bit, form the first complementary digital signal set, wherein the digital buffer signal and the digital invert signal are respectively denoted by Ci and Ci, and i is a natural number. An MSB output needs more current switches to drive the digital-to-analog conversion unit 16. Therefore, the present invention regulates the resistance to offset the difference between MSB and LSB. In the present invention, the buffer 20 or the inverter 22 for MSB can be designed to be of the same size as that for LSB or only slightly larger than that for LSB. Therefore, the buffer 20 or the inverter 22 for MSB does not occupy too much space in the present invention. The present invention uses variable resistors 18 to regulate input delays. Therefore, the output end neither needs any additional sample-keeping circuit nor needs the decoder of the thermometer-code DAC. Therefore, the present invention has advantages of small area, low power consumption, high speed and simple circuit.

Refer to FIG. 2 and FIG. 4. In one embodiment, a latch circuit is used to exemplify the synchronization circuit 12. The second complementary digital signal set includes a digital synchronization signal and a digital invert synchronization signal respectively denoted by Di and Di, wherein i is a natural number. Each low-amplitude switch driver set 14 further comprises a first P-channel FET (Field Effect Transistor) 24 connected with a high voltage VDD and a first inverter 26. The threshold voltage of the first P-channel FET 24 is lower than the threshold voltage of transistors of the first inverter 26. The first inverter 26 receives the digital invert synchronization signal Di, regulates the amplitude of the digital invert synchronization signal Di to be lower than the amplitude of the full swing, inverts the regulated digital invert synchronization signal Di, and outputs the inverted regulated digital invert synchronization signal Di to the digital-to-analog conversion unit 16. Each low-amplitude switch driver set 14 also comprises a second P-channel FET 28 connected with a high voltage VDD and a second inverter 30. The threshold voltage of the second P-channel FET 28 is lower than the threshold voltage of transistors of the second inverter 30. The second P-channel FET 28 receives the digital synchronization signal Di, regulates the amplitude of the digital synchronization signal Di to be lower than the amplitude of the full swing, inverts the regulated digital synchronization signal Di, and outputs the inverted regulated digital synchronization signal Di to the digital-to-analog conversion unit 16. The activities of regulating the digital synchronization signal Di and the digital invert synchronization signal Di to reduce the amplitudes thereof not only can increase the overall speed of the system but also can decrease surge in major code transition.

Refer to FIG. 2 and FIG. 5. The digital-to-analog conversion unit 16 may be realized with a resistive digital-to-analog conversion unit, a current-steering digital-to-analog conversion unit, or a capacitive digital-to-analog conversion unit. In this embodiment shown in FIG. 5, the digital-to-analog conversion unit 16 is exemplified by a current-steering digital-to-analog conversion unit. The current-steering digital-to-analog conversion unit includes a plurality of current sources 32, a plurality of electronic switches 34 and at least one resistor 36. The electronic switch 34 may be designed to be a single-end output element or a differential-end output element. If the electronic switch 34 is a single-end output element, only a single resistor 36 is used. If the electronic switch 34 is a differential-end output element, two resistors 36 are used. In this embodiment shown in FIG. 5, a single resistor 36 is used. The currents of the current sources 32 are sequentially increased in a binary-weighted way according to the order from LSB to MSB, wherein I=2^−1, I is the value of a current source 32, i is a natural number. Each electronic switch 34 is connected with the corresponding low-amplitude switch driver set 14 and the corresponding current source 32, and receives the second complementary digital set Si and Si regulated by the corresponding low-amplitude switch driver set 14 whereby to switch the conduction state thereof. The resistor 36 is connected with the electronic switches 34. The current of the current source 32 flows to the corresponding resistor 35 according to the conduction state of each electronic switch 34, whereby an analog signal is generated. The currents of the current sources 32 are sequentially increased in a binary-weighted way. Therefore, the present invention not only can independently function as a binary-weighted DAC but also can function as the LSB portion of a segmented DAC or DACs for wireless communication devices.

Refer to FIG. 3. Each buffer 20 and the accompanying inverter 22 receive the corresponding bit via the variable resistor 18 and sequentially output the digital buffer signal Ci and the digital invert signal Ci delayed according to the order from MSB to LSB. In other words, the lower the bit, the slower the output. As a higher bit needs to trigger more current switches, it is output faster.

Refer to FIG. 4 and FIG. 5. Each synchronization circuit 12 receives a clock signal, a digital buffer signal Ci and a digital invert signal Ci, uses the clock signal as the timing reference, and outputs the digital synchronization signal Di and the digital invert synchronization signal Di. The first inverter 26 and the second inverter 30, which are connected with the synchronization circuit 12, respectively receive the digital invert synchronization signal Di and the digital synchronization signal Di, respectively. In the digital invert synchronization signal Di and the digital synchronization signal Di, the amplitude of the full swing, invert the regulated digital invert synchronization signal Di and the regulated digital synchronization signal Di, and
output the inverted regulated digital invert synchronization signal $D_5$ and the inverted regulated digital synchronization signal $D_4$ to an identical electronic switch $34$ whereby to control the conduction state of the electronic switch $34$. The conduction state of each electronic switch $34$ controls the value of current flowing from the corresponding current source $32$ to the resistor $36$ whereby to generate an analog signal.

In the present invention, the digital buffer signals $C_1$ and the digital invert signals $C_2$ are delayed to correct the timings of the electronic switches $34$ and vary the time of signal rising or signal descending of the electronic switches $34$, whereby it is obviously reduced the transient glitch and increased SFDR.

Refer to FIG. 6 showing the waveform output during a major code transition. In comparison with the waveform in FIG. 1, the transient glitch in FIG. 6 is reduced, and the positive semi-period and the negative semi-period of the waveform become symmetric, via the compensation of the variable delay buffer circuit $10$. The benefit of the symmetric waveform is that the positive and negative semi-periods counterbalance each other in calculating glitch energy. Thus is improved the linearity.

In conclusion, the present invention uses a variable delay buffer circuit to regulate input delays to achieve a digital-to-analog conversion device featuring small area, low complexity, high speed, low power consumption, and reduced transient glitch.

The embodiments described above are only to exemplify the present invention but not to limit the scope of the present invention. Any equivalent modification or variation according to the spirit or characteristic of the present invention is to be also included within the scope of the present invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A digital-to-analog conversion device comprising:
   a variable delay buffer circuit receiving a digital signal to be converted containing a plurality of bits ordered from MSB (Most Significant Bit) to LSB (Least Significant Bit), said variable delay buffer circuit outputting for each bit a first complementary digital signal set, said first complementary digital signal sets for the bits being delayed one with respect to the other according to the order thereof between the MSB and LSB;
   a plurality of synchronization circuits respectively receiving said first complementary digital signal sets and a clock signal, using said clock signal as a timing reference of said first complementary digital signal sets, and outputting a plurality of variably delayed second complementary digital signal sets corresponding to said first complementary digital signal sets and a digital-to-analog conversion unit receiving said second complementary digital signal sets and converting said second complementary digital sets into an analog signal.

2. A digital-to-analog conversion device comprising:
   a variable delay buffer circuit receiving a digital signal containing a plurality of bits and outputs a plurality of first complementary digital signal sets respectively delayed according to the order from MSB (Most Significant Bit) to LSB (Least Significant Bit);
   a plurality of synchronization circuits respectively receiving said first complementary digital signal sets and a clock signal, using said clock signal as a timing reference of said first complementary digital signal sets, and outputting second complementary digital signal sets corresponding to said first complementary digital signal sets; and
   a digital-to-analog conversion unit receiving said second complementary digital signal sets and converting said second complementary digital sets into an analog signal.

3. The digital-to-analog conversion device according to claim 1, wherein said digital-to-analog conversion unit further comprises:
   a plurality of current sources respectively outputting currents sequentially increased in a binary-weighted way according to an order from LSB to MSB;
   a plurality of electronic switches respectively connected with said synchronization circuits and said current sources and respectively receiving said second complementary digital signal sets to switch conduction states of said electronic switches; and
   at least one resistor connected with said electronic switches, wherein currents of said current sources flow to said resistors according to said conduction states of said electronic switches, which generates an analog signal.

4. A digital-to-analog conversion device comprising:
   a variable delay buffer circuit receiving a digital signal containing a plurality of bits and outputs a plurality of first complementary digital signal sets respectively delayed according to the order from MSB (Most Significant Bit) to LSB (Least Significant Bit); a plurality of synchronization circuits respectively receiving said first complementary digital signal sets and a clock signal, using said clock signal as a timing reference of said first complementary digital signal sets, and outputting second complementary digital signal sets corresponding to said first complementary digital signal sets; and
   a digital-to-analog conversion unit receiving said second complementary digital signal sets and converting said second complementary digital sets into an analog signal.

5. The digital-to-analog conversion device according to claim 4, wherein each said synchronization circuit is connected with a low-amplitude switch driver set that is connected with a high voltage, receives one said second complementary digital signal set, and outputting second complementary digital signal sets corresponding to said second complementary digital signal sets.

6. A digital-to-analog conversion unit receiving said second complementary digital signal sets and converting said second complementary digital sets into an analog signal; wherein digital-to-analog conversion unit is a resistive digital-to-analog conversion unit, a current-steering digital-to-analog conversion unit or a capacitive digital-to-analog conversion unit.

7. A digital-to-analog conversion unit receiving said second complementary digital signal sets and converting said second complementary digital sets into an analog signal; wherein digital-to-analog conversion unit is a resistive digital-to-analog conversion unit, a current-steering digital-to-analog conversion unit or a capacitive digital-to-analog conversion unit.
synchronization signal, regulating an amplitude of said digital synchronization signal to be smaller than an amplitude of a full swing, inverting and outputting said digital synchronization signal to said digital-to-analog conversion unit.

6. The digital-to-analog conversion device according to claim 1, wherein each said synchronization circuit is a latch circuit.

7. The digital-to-analog conversion device according to claim 1, wherein said variable delay buffer circuit further comprises:
   a plurality of variable resistors having resistances sequentially decreased according to an order from LSB to MSB;
   a plurality of buffers respectively connected with said variable resistors, receiving said bits via said variable resistors corresponding to said buffers, and sequentially outputting digital buffer signals delayed according to an order from MSB to LSB; and
   a plurality of inverters respectively connected with said variable resistors, receiving said bits via said variable resistors corresponding to said inverters, and sequentially outputting digital invert signals delayed according to an order from MSB to LSB, wherein said digital invert signal and said digital buffer signal both corresponding to an identical said bit form said first complementary digital signal set.

8. The digital-to-analog conversion device according to claim 7, wherein resistances of said variable resistors are sequentially decreased in a binary-weighted way according to an order from LSB to MSB.

9. The digital-to-analog conversion device according to claim 1, wherein digital-to-analog conversion unit is a resistive digital-to-analog conversion unit, a current-steering digital-to-analog conversion unit or a capacitive digital-to-analog conversion unit.

10. The digital-to-analog conversion device according to claim 1, wherein each said synchronization circuit is connected with a low-amplitude switch driver set that is connected with a high voltage, receives one said second complementary digital set, regulates an amplitude of said second complementary digital set to be smaller than an amplitude of a full swing and then outputs said second complementary digital set to said digital-to-analog conversion unit.

11. The digital-to-analog conversion device according to claim 10, wherein each said second complementary digital signal set includes a digital synchronization signal and a digital invert synchronization signal, and wherein each said low-amplitude switch driver set further comprises:
   a first P-channel FET (Field Effect Transistor) connected with said high voltage;
   a first inverter connected with said first P-channel FET, having a threshold voltage greater than a threshold of said first P-channel FET, receiving said digital invert synchronization signal, regulating an amplitude of said digital invert synchronization signal to be smaller than an amplitude of a full swing, inverting and outputting said digital invert synchronization signal to said digital-to-analog conversion unit;
   a second P-channel FET connected with said high voltage; and
   a second inverter connected with said second P-channel FET, having a threshold voltage greater than a threshold of said second P-channel FET, receiving said digital synchronization signal, regulating an amplitude of said digital synchronization signal to be smaller than an amplitude of a full swing, inverting and outputting said digital synchronization signal to said digital-to-analog conversion unit.

* * * * *